Residential Component Based Calculation Task Group
Thursday, July 11, 2018 – Conference Call
2:00pm EDT
Chair: Steve Strawn, JELD-WEN
Co-chair: Margaret Webb, IGMA

1. Call to Order by S. Strawn at 2:01pm EDT
   a. Appoint recording secretary (Staff)

2. Review and approve agenda
   a. Agenda approved as presented

3. Review Keystone 2018 Spring Ballot Negative
   a. J. Baker has not connected with Tracy to review the ballot but will discuss
      before the next call. J. Baker will reach out to Tracy to set up a call.

4. Review RCBC Task List
   a. Skylights – UL: D. Anderson provided two product lines that demonstrates the
      TL will work for skylights. This item is now completed.
   b. SWGD – WESTLab: J. Baker has a product but the work needs review to
      confirm. Provide data by 7/27/18.
   c. Spandrels – Spandrel TG: D. Anderson putting together a spandrel product
      and intends to test in August and have more information by October 1st.
   d. Condensation Index – NFRC 500 work group performing research on the
      simulation methodology. WG intends to have a NFRC 500 ballot for fall
      meeting.
   e. Whitepaper – Staff placed Draft #3 on the website for review and comments
   f. Commercial WG – J. Baker stated that the WG are discussing the component
      based methodology at a high level.

5. 2018 fall ballots – ANSI/NFRC 100 is ready for ballot unless additional new topics
    surface. The ANSI/NFRC 200 spring ballot was successful and the consensus of the
    TG is there is no need to ballot and will be moved forward to the Technical
    Committee when the ANSI/NFRC 100 is successful and moved forward.

6. Implementation
   a. ANS Committee – to provide feedback on questions regarding the pilot
      program. Staff will discuss with J. Hayden.
   b. Staff started to develop simulation manual for RCBC. Need to develop
      grouping rules. Reviewed topics for manual. A WG was created to work
      specifically on the RCBC Simulation Manual – Chair: S. Coble, Liaison: S.
      Hanlon; Others: J. Larsen; S. Skoglund; S. Wendt; J. Gordon

7. Next scheduled conference call – Aug 9th @ 2:00pm EDT

8. Adjourned 2:43pm EDT